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THE INSTITUTION

UNIVERSITY OF THE FRASER VALLEY

The University of the Fraser Valley is a dynamic and innovative university committed to
changing lives and building community.

As a leader of social, cultural, economic, and environmentally

responsible development in British Columbia’s scenic Fraser Valley, UFV engages students actively in education.
High levels of interaction with faculty, combined with abundant opportunities for practical experience, community engaged applied research, problem-solving, and creative work, mean students are educated as local and
global citizens with career-ready skills. At UFV, experiential learning and co-operative education opportunities
are available locally and internationally.
Situated within the traditional territory of the Stó:lō First Nation, one of Canada’s most ethnically diverse and
fastest-growing regions, UFV is a multi-campus university with six campuses and centres in the Fraser Valley, as
well as a growing campus in Chandigarh, India. Offering unparalleled and accessible student undergraduate
research assistantship positions, as well as many opportunities related to student leadership and engagement,
UFV’s small class sizes and strong emphasis on undergraduate teaching and learning expertise provide a
supportive and enriching atmosphere for interactive learning and success.
The University offers over 100 programs including three Master’s degrees; a wide variety of Bachelor’s degrees;
majors, minors, and extended minors in more than 30 subject areas; and over a dozen trades and technology
programs, as well as access and upgrading pathways.

Recognized nationally for student success, lifelong

learning opportunities, creative integration of programming, Indigenization, and its work with local
communities, UFV also has a thriving international education department and offers multiple study abroad and
exchange opportunities.
UFV is deeply committed to excellence in post-secondary education through programs that serve the diverse
needs of the Fraser Valley region, making the university accessible to students with diverse backgrounds and
capabilities. With continued program growth in areas including agriculture, health and wellness, and digital
technologies, UFV aims to provide the best undergraduate education in Canada, and to become a leader of
social, cultural, economic, and environmentally-responsible development in the Fraser Valley.
To learn more, please visit the University of the Fraser Valley’s website.
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THE OPPORTUNITY

ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR, ENTERPRISE SYSTEMS

The University of the Fraser Valley is embarking on a major investment in its technology landscape, with
corresponding expansion, revitalization, and reinvention of its infrastructure, systems, service management
protocols, and project delivery methodology.

Under the direction of the Chief Information Officer, UFV is

redesigning the IT Department’s organizational structure and adding staff in both the frontline and management realms, aligning with the needs of the university. UFV is seeking to transform its under-resourced technology department into a leading edge group of proactive, empowered innovators who are

relentlessly service-

oriented and customer-focused. To support this change in the near term, three new Director roles have been
created, as well as an Associate Director (Directors of Business Transformation Office, Technology Infrastructure
& Operations, and Client Experience; Associate Director, Enterprise Systems).

Reporting to the Director, Client Experience and working closely with leaders across the Institution, the Associate
Director, Enterprise Systems (“Associate Director”) will lead the transformation of UFV’s technology front-end,
focusing on core business systems. The Associate Director will oversee all client-facing applications, including
core business applications, the ERP (Banner) ecosystem, learning management systems, other academic
computing needs, as well as associated analytics and reporting. They should be strategically minded, bringing
forward-looking ideas to the table that enhance and integrate with UFV’s broader technology and academic
plans.

The Associate Director will stay at the forefront of new technology developments to ensure UFV’s

systems environment creates a lasting foundation for innovation across the institution, and the applications
investments provide value to is users
The Associate Director should complement their first-class systems skills with refined team-building and
leadership skills. Starting with a team of 10, the Associate Director will grow the team accordingly, participating
in the development of optimal operating structures. This is a great opportunity for a progressive technology
leader to help drive UFV’s transformation to a leading student-centred, 21st century post-secondary institution
through modern enterprise system strategy and value capture.
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Key Responsibilities
 Develop and lead the enterprise systems “roadmap”

 Establish appropriate operational tools, monitoring

ensuring that projects are selected and scheduled for

methods, site metrics, and reporting to determine and

implementation based upon business priorities and

track trends for support, issues, and capacity;
 Orchestrate and deliver 24/7 operational support for

institutional value;
 Provide visionary, informed, and collaborative leader-

mission critical systems and client applications;
 Build and develop a team of high performing systems

ship within and beyond the IT Department;
 Create an enterprise systems strategy leveraging cloud
-based technologies, where appropriate, to deliver ap-

professionals through ongoing opportunities for professional development, mentorship, and coaching;
 Be an inspirational leader who can attract and retain

plication services faster at a lower cost;
 Develop a customer-focused and responsive enterprise
systems function that prioritizes the needs of students,
instructors, and staff;
 Analyze and predict trends, and develop long-range
plans designed to maintain the effectiveness and value
of the technology landscape;

quality people to the institution and develop these
individuals into a cohesive team;
 Develop and implement standards and processes for
the

development

and

management

of

software

solutions following industry best practices;
 Oversee the creation of a solutions architecture for key
business systems which addresses performance, securi-

 Negotiate favorable software, and services contracts
with reputable vendors;

ty, and risk;
 Lead the creation of a reporting and analytics team,

 Develop business cases, requirements, and documen-

developing capacity to provide operational and ad-hoc

tation in support of proposed and approved technolo-

reports and dashboards to university leaders which

gy

enable effective decision making; and

initiatives

in

collaboration

with

institutional

stakeholders and key users;

 Lead the creation of an academic computing team

 Be a trusted advisor by seeing the big picture and
translating

educational

strategies

into

actionable

focused on addressing the educational system and
software requirements of UFV faculty.

technology roadmaps and project plans;
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THE PERSON
The ideal Associate Director candidate has a passion for, and commitment to, technology, innovation and
service. They have a solid track record as an enterprise systems and ERP expert in a complex organization, and
have demonstrated experience successfully leading systems revitalization and transformation, including the
associated change management skills. The Associate Director should possess a high level of EQ and energy to
effectively lead new initiatives, collaborate across administrative and academic units, and inspire a team of
dedicated professionals. Excellent communication skills will allow the Associate Director to lead consultation
with business and academic units, work productively with diverse stakeholders, and foster transparency across
the portfolio. The Associate Director should be able to play “high and low”, operating at both strategic and
tactical levels, demonstrating the aptitude of communicating clearly and effectively to upper management and
all levels across UFV.

Qualifications, Education, and Experience
The ideal candidate will possess the following qualifications and experience:

 Bachelor degree in computer science, business, or a related discipline; MBA is an asset;
 Seven+ years of relevant professional experience, with two+ years in a management role with technical
responsibility for enterprise systems oversight;

 Strong team leaderships skills; experience leading in a unionized, public sector experience is an asset;
 Experience implementing largescale software packages, including upgrades, support, and modifications;
ERP experience is a must and Banner experience is a strong asset;

 Expertise in negotiating complex contracts and managing outsourcing service agreements including design
and tracking of Service Level Agreements (SLAs);

 Experience with PMP, ITIL, and Agile frameworks is an asset; and
 Experience working with process improvement and project delivery best practices, tools, and techniques,
including Lean and / or Six Sigma, to ensure systems deployments enhance institutional business practices.
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Competencies and Personal Characteristics

Effective Working Relationships – Treats people with

Leadership - Achieves desired organizational results by

respect; negotiates fairly and competently; provides

encouraging and supporting the contribution of

effective feedback to colleagues/employees/students.

others; a proactive and positive team player who acts

Collaborative – Has an open, consistent approach to

with a sense of urgency and leads by example; sets

working with others; possesses strong interpersonal

and communicates clear goals.

skills, with the ability to build trusting relationships and

Accountable – Holds self and others accountable for

develop strategic partnerships with faculty, staff, and

core responsibilities; focuses on results and measuring

students, obtaining stakeholder agreement.

outcomes according to institutional goals.

Communication – Clearly presents written and verbal

Strategic – Develops/implements a plan in support of

information and writes with clarity and purpose;

organizational strategic direction. Demonstrates an

communicates effectively in both positive as well as

understanding of the link between job responsibilities

negative circumstances; listens well.

and overall organizational goals and needs, and
performs one’s job with the broader goals in mind.

People Development – Fosters long-term learning
and development of others through coaching, man-

Integrity and Honesty – Demonstrates a resolute

aging performance, and mentoring; has a genuine

commitment to and respect for the rules and core

desire to develop others and help them succeed;

values of the organization, setting an example of

formally recognizes deserving staff and colleagues.

professionalism and ethical propriety.

Student-Centred – Anticipates, responds, and attends

Creativity and Innovation – Develops new insights into

to the needs of students and keeps the student inter-

situations; questions conventional approaches; encour-

ests in the forefront.

ages new ideas and innovations; designs and imple-

High Capacity – manages a heavy workload; is able to

ments new, cutting edge campaigns and processes.

deliver complex initiatives on time; “gets stuff done.”
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COMPENSATION
A competitive compensation package will be provided including an attractive base salary and excellent benefits.
Further details will be discussed in a personal interview.

FOR INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT:
Julian Manchon, Dave Namkung, or Tony Kirschner
LEADERS INTERNATIONAL
#880—609 Granville Street
Vancouver, BC V7Y 1G5
Phone: (604) 688-8422
Email: vancouver@leadersinternational.com

